The Hearts Center 2013 World Freedom Conference
Solar Freedom through Spiritual Wholeness—Return to the Sun!

June 20 – 23, Livingston Sanctuary of the Heart, Montana

Currently Scheduled Heartstreams—more to be added:

Lanello and Claire de Lis: A Welcome to the Children of the Sun from our Retreat over Lake Titicaca!

God and Goddess Meru: Solar Freedom in the Heart of the Sun!

Purity and Astrea: A Clearance for Planetary Wholeness

Mystery Master: Feeding the Earth with Solar Light

Omraam: Keys to Meditation on the Sun

Saint Germain and Portia: Our Summer Solstice Report for Heartfriends

Darshan with Sanat Kumara and Afra: Questions from International heartfriends answered

Mother Mary and Raphael: Wholeness in our Immaculate Vision

Helios and Vesta: Solar Beingness from our New Vantage Point

Maha Chohan: Baptism by Fire

Mighty Victory: Soar to the Sun!